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Abstract We consider a system existing in a random environment. The environment is described by a 
Markov process called Markov environment process (MEP). The system is subject to a sequence of randomly 
occurring shocks, and each shock causes a random amount of damage which accumulates additively. The 
shock arrival and shock magnitude are influenced by changes of the environment. The damage process is 
assumed to be a piecewise semi-Markov process (PSMP) which is constructed by the shock process and 
the environment process. The optimal maintenance-replacement problem for the system is examined. A 
control-limit rule dependent on the MEP is driven. 

1. Introduction 
The present work deals with an optimal maintenance-replacement problem for a system 
subject to shocks. The cumulative damage is determined by a process called piecewise 
semi-Markov process (PSMP). In recent years, the replacement models with additive dam
age have been extensively investigated. An excellent survey of the theory, specifying results 
up to 1989, of optimal replacement of systems subject to shocks can be found in Valdez
Flores and Feldman (1989). Taylor (1975) studied the shock model where the cumulative 
damage process is a. compound Poisson process. Siedersleben (1981) considered a contin
uously deteriorating system where the problem can be regarded as a shock model. Other 
researchers, such as Feldman, Bergman, Gottlieb, Posner and Zuckerman, dealt with various 
semi-Markov shock models with additive damages. Feldman (1977) and Bergman (1978) 
allowed replacement to take place only at shock times or at failure times, while Zuckerman 
(1978) and Gottlieb (1982) considered general stopping rules. Furthermore, Posner and 
Zuckerman (1986) generalized other restriction conditions of the these earlier results in this 
area. In these models, the influence of a "randomly varying environment" on systems was 
not considered. Only Waldmann (1985), we k,p.ow, has given a shock model in which an 
"environment process" was introduced to the shock process, for a lattice damage process 

and discrete time case. 

In many applications, the behavior of the cumulative damage processes depends not only 
on shock processes, but also on "environments" where systems operate. The environmental 
process may be external factors of an economica.l or technical nature as well as internal 
factors of a statistical nature. For example, 

(a) Consider a system that receives two types of shocks at random points of time. The 
corresponding damage processes are related each other, and each type of shocks may cause 
the system to fail. One of them can be regarded as an "environment" process. 

(b) Consider a system with a modulator whose state changes can be described by a Markov 
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jump process. The system is subject to shocks, and the stochastic characteristics of shocks 
(for instance, the distributions of inters hock times and shock magnitudes) depend on the 
state of the modulator. Hence, the Markov jump process of the modulator can be taken as 
an "environment" process. 

Also there are many other cases where shock processes are influenced by a secondary process 
which happens to be Marko-vian should be considered (see Waldmann (1985)). In these cases, 
the successive replacements of identical systems no longer form a renewal process because 
the environment state may not return to the initial state, when the system is replaced. 
Therefore, analysis is difficult by general renewal arguments. The purpose of the present 
paper is to investigate an optimal replacement problem for such a shock model by means 
of Dynamic programming method. In this model, we assume that the environment process 
as well as the damage process be continuous time processes. We consider these policies for 
which the maintenance or replacement actions can be taken at any time, and permit that the 
damage level of the system has a randomly decreasing magnitude after a maintenance action 
is accomplished. We prove that there exists an optimal control-limit policy minimizing the 
total expected randomly discounted cost. Differing from traditional control-limit policies, 
here, the control-limit policy is a function dependent on the Markov environment process. 

Consider a system existing in a random environment. The environment is described by 
a Markov jump process. The system is subject to a sequence of randomly occurring shocks, 
and each shock causes a random amount of damage which accumulates additively over time. 
The shock arrival and shock magnitude are influenced by changes of the environment. The 
damage process is assumed to be a piecewise semi-Markov process. The failure of the system 
can occur only at times of shock arrival or the environment change. The survival probability 
at these times is determined by a known function of the accumulated damage level of the 
system, the environment st.tte and the realized shock magnitude. Upon failure, the system 
must be replaced by a new one having properties that are statistically equivalent to the 
original, and a cost is incurred. The replacement cycles are repeated indefinitely. The 
system may be maintained or preventively replaced before failure at a smaller cost. Here, a 
maintenance task is an action such as cleaning and lubrication of the system, checking and 
replacing deteriorating units or parts of the system, or making adjustments in the system. 
The maintenanc.e time and replacement time are assumed to be negligible. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the piecewise semi-Markov shock model 
is formulated. In Sections 3 and 4, properties of the total expected randomly discounted cost 
is discussed, and an optimal maintenance-replacement policy with control-limit is derived. 
In Section 5, two applications are given. Throughout the paper, the term "increasing" will 
be used to mean "non-decreasing" and "decreasing" to mean "non-increasing" , and the 
following will be standard notation: 

Eee-z)['] = E[ 'I~o = ~,Zo = z] 
Ee{,z)[ ·IA] = E[ 'I~o = ~,Zo = z,A] 

where A is an event. Moreover R+ = [0, =) and 8' is Borel-field on R+. 

2. Preliminaries and The Model 
Let {~t} t>O be a stochastic process specifying the environment of the system. The process 
{~d t>O is- assumed to be a stationary regular Markov jump process with the state space 
r ana the initial state ~o. Let iR be a O"-field on r such that one point set {O E iR and 
{wn}n~O (wo = 0) the jump points of {(dt>o' The Q((,A) is a Markov kernel on (r,iR) 
with Q(~,{O) = 0, i.e., Q(~,') is a probability measure for every ~ E r, and QC,A) is a 
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iR-measurable function for every A E iR. For any A E iR and t E R+, let 

where T) : r -+ R+ is a finite function. The process {~tlt>o is called Markov environment 
process (MEP). -

On {wn :S t < Wn+1, ~Wn = 0, let {Z(t,zo)(t - wn)}t~O be a semi-Markov process 
representing the cumulative damage of the system. The state space is E = R+ U {oo}, and 
the initial state is Z(t,zo)(O) = Zo which is the damage level just prior to the time wn. For 
any x, z E R+, and t E R+, the semi-Markov kernel of {Z(Czo)(t - wn)}t~O is defined by 

(2.2) P(Za,zo)(T~+l) - Z(t,zo)(T~) :S X, T~+1 - T~ :S tIZ(t,zo)(T~) = z) 
= GHx)Ht(t) 

where {T~}n~O ( T(; = 0) are the jump points of the {Z(t,zo)(t)h~o, Ht(.) is the probability 
distribution function ofthe intershock time T~+l--T~ and G;(-) is the conditional distribution 

function of Z(CzOJCr~+l) - Z(e,zo)( T~) given Z(e,zo)( T~) = z. We suppose that the {Z(Czo)(t) h~o 
be a right-continuous regular process with left-hand limits. 

The stochastic process {Z(t) h>o specifying t.he cumulative damage of the system in one 
replacement cycle is defined by Z[O) = 0, and 

(2.3) Z(t) = Z(tO,o)(t)I{o<t<wd + L::'=l Z:t",n,Z(wn-))(t - wn)I{wn9<wn+d· 

From the definitions of {Z(t,zo)(t)}t~O' (~, Zo) Er x R+, we know that the process {Z(t)h~o 
is also a right-continuous regular process with left-hand limits. At the points W n , n 2:: 1, 
Z(wn) = Z(wn-), and on the interval [Wn,Wn+l), the process {Z(t)h>o is a semi-Markov 
process dependent on the environment state ~Wn. We call {Z(t)h>o pi~cewise semi-Markov 
process(PSMP). It can be seen that {Z(t)h>o is a general semi-Markov process if there is 
only one state in r. The state space of {Z(t)h>o is E = [0,00]' Here, Z = 0 means that 
the system is new and Z = 00 indicates a failure state. 

In this model, a failure of the system can occur only at times of shock arrival or jump 
of the MEP. Let T be such a time point, suppose ~T- = ~ and Z(T-) = z. At time T, if a 
shock of magnitude x occurs, then the system fails with known probability 1- ,(z,~, x), and 
if a jump of the MEP into the state ( occurs, then the system fails with known probability 
l-,(z, (, 0). The function, : R+ x r x E -+ [0,1] is referred to as the survival function. Let 
0= inf{ t, Z(t) = oo}, then 0 is the first failure time of the system. We assume throughout 
that E[o] < 00. 

Let A be a set of maintenance-replacement decisions defined as follows 

A == {A(-'·) = (a(·, .), i(·, .)) I a(·,·) : r x E -+ [0,00], i(-'·) : r x E -+ {O, I} 
are ~R x ~-measurable and a(-,cx,) = O,i(·,oo) = 1,a(-,0) = oo}. 

Definition 2.1. A decision policy A = (a(~, z), i(~, z)) E A is called a control-limit policy 
if for every possible state ~ Er, there is a real-number f(~) such that 

(2.4) 

The function f(-) is called a control-limit. 

if z < f(O 
otherwise. 

An infinite stage maintenance-replacement policy is a sequence 1f = (Ao, Ab· .. ); Ai E 
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A. If Ai = A for all i = 0,1,· .. , we call 7r a stationary policy. Let IT be the set of all policies 
such as 7r. For every 7r E IT, we can obtain a decision process {Z"'(t)h~o which describes 
the accumulated damage level of the system at time t under the policy 7r. 

Suppose at a decision time T, ~T = CZ:; = z, ~ E r,z E (0,00). For a E [0,00), the 
decision A(~, z) = (a,O) means that we maintain the system at time T + a and incur a cost 
m(~, z), and the decision A(~, z) = (a, 1) means that we replace the system at time T + a 
and incur a cost c(~, z). For a = 00, the decisions A(~, z) = (00, i) (i = 0,1) means that we 
neither maintain nor replace the system at any time, but wait for the next decision time. If 
Z:; = 00, in particular, we immediately replace the system and incur a cost c(~, 00). After 
execution of an action (maintenance or replacement), the behaviors of the damage process 
and environment process are influenced as follows. 

1. For ~ E r, z E R+, let Y(~, z) be a [0, I)-valued random variable with the distribution 
function F; (y). If a maintenance action is taken at state (~, z), the damage level z decreases 
to the level z· Y(~, z). Here, we assume that 

F; (y) is stochastically increasing in z. 

2. The environment state ~ does not change after an action is taken, i.e., the damage 
process evolves still as a PSMP with the initial environment state ~ and damage level 
z . Y(, z) (maintenance) or 0 (replacement). 

Informally, the assumption 1 implies that the system gradually becomes hard of main
taining with increasing of the damage level. The assumption 2 shows that every maintenance 
action influences not only the damage process but the shock process as well. The set of the 
decision points is {Tn}n~o which are the successive jump points of the two-dimensional pro
cess {~t, Z".(t)h~o defined by To = 0, and for n ~ 0 

(2.5) 

Since any maintenance or replacement action changes the damage level, we see that 
{Tn}n~o contains three-type points (a) shock points, (b) jump points of the MEP, and (c) 
action points (i.e. at which an action is executed). At point Tnl if we immediately take an 
action(i.e. a = 0 ), then Tn+l = Tn. Let 

(2.6) 
for n ~ O. 

For the Markov-decision process {~n, Zn, Tn, An}n~o, we have the following proposition. 

Proposition 2.2. At Tn < 8, ~n = ~, Zn = z, if a(~, z) = a, then 
(a) <Pl(~, a) == P(Tn+l is a shock point I~n = ~, Zn = z, a(~, z) = a) 

= J; H{(t)7](~)e-T/(Otdt + H{(a)e-T/(OIl. 
(b) <P2(~, a) == P(Tn+l is a jump point I~n = ~, Zn = z, a(~, z) = a) 

= J;(1-. e-T/(Ot)H{(dt) + (1 - e-T/(OIl)iJ{(a). 
(c) <P3(~, a) == P(Tn+l is an action point I~n = ~, Zn = z, a(~, z) = a) 

= iJ{(a)e-T/(01l 

where iJ€(a) = 1 - H€(a). 

Proof: Let SI and S2 respectively represent the first interval length from Tn to the next 
shock arrival and the first interval length from Tn to the next jump of the MEP. For part 
(a), we have that 

<Pl(~' a) = P(SI ::; S2, SI ::; al~n =~, Zn = z, a(~, Z) = a) 
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= Jooo P(SI :::; t, SI :::; al~n = ~,Zn = z, a(~, z) = a)dP(S2 :::; tl~n =~, Zn = Z) 
= I; He(t)rJ(~)e-'lCOtdt + He (a)e-'lCOa . 

Similarly, we can obtain part (b). For pat (c), we have that 

<I>3(~, a) = P(SI ~ a, S2 ~ alZn = Z, ~n = ~,a(~, z) = a) = fIe(a)e-'lCOa
. 0 
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Let B == {V; r x E -t RIV is bounded and ~ x ~-measurable}, B+ == {V; V E 
BIV(~, z) is increasing in z for any ~ E r}, and 11 . 11 the sup-norm defined on B. Hence B 
is a Banach space. 

In this model" we consider a l'andomly discounted cost case. The discounted rate is a 
function of the MEP and is denoted by '\(~t). The discounted factor at Tn is e-A(Tn) where 

and the discounted cost incurred at Tn is 

where 

k(C z A) = { m(~, z) 
<" , c(~, z) 

if Tn is an action point 
otherwise 

ifi(~,z)=O 
otherwise. 

Note that although the right-hand of (2.7) is the function of ~o, 6, ... , ~n-l; To,Tl , .. . ,Tn, 
it is denoted by A(Tn) for the notational simplicity. 

The total expected randomly discounted cost incurred under 7r, starting at time 0 in 
state (~, z) is given by 

(2.10) 
Let 
(2.11) V· == inf ,..Ell V,... 

Definition 2.3. If 7r E IT and V,.. = V·, then 7r is called optimal. 

Assumption 2.4. 
(a) 'Y(z,~, x) is decreasing in z and x for any ~ Er. 
(b) The cost function m and c are in B+, 0 < m(~, z) < m(~, 00), 0 < c(~, z) 

< c(~, (0) and m(~, 00) = c(~, 00) fOl: any ~ E r. 
(c) He(t) has a continuous density function M(t) for any ~ Er. 
(d) ,\ == infeEr ,\(~) > O. 

3. The total expected randomly discounted cost 
In this section, we discuss the total expected randomly discounted cost over infinite horizon. 
First by the Proposition 2.2, we get the following lemma. 

Lemma 3.1. For any ~ Er, z E R+, a E [0,00] and V E B 
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Ece.z)[e->-.(€m V(6, Zl)IAo(';, z)] 

[V(';,OO) - L 1V(';,Z)]W 1(';,a) 
+[Ee[V(6, 00)]- L2V(';, Z)]W2(';, a) 

+ 101 V(';, zy)F;(dy)e->-.(OaiJ>3(';, a) if Ao(';, z) = (a, 0) 
= 

[V(';, 00) - Ll V(';, z)]W1 (';, a) 
+[Ee[V(6, 00)]- L2V(';, Z)]W2(C a) 

+ V(';, 0)e->-.(OaiJ>3(';, a) otherwise 

where Ll V(';, z) == 114 [V(';, 00) - V(';, z + x)h(z,';, x)G~(dx) 
L2 V(';, z) == Ir[V( (.00) - V((, z )h(z, (, O)Q(';, d() 
Ee[V(6, 00)] == Ir q(, oo)Q(';, d() 
Wl(';, a) == I; I~ e->-'(Ou He (du)rM)e-'1(O t dt + I; e->-'(Ou He(du)e-'1COa 

W2(';, a) == I; I~ T](Oe-C>-'(O+'1cO)uduHe(dt) + loa T](';) e-C>-'(O+'1cmU dufle (a). 

Proof: For the case that Ao(';, z) = (a,O), considering whether or not the sojourn time in 
the state (.;, z) exceeds a and using 5 1,52 defined in Proposition 2.2.1, we have that 

Ece.z)[e->-.cem V(6, Zl)IAo(';, z) = (a, 0)] 
= Ece.z)[e->-.cem V(6, Zl); SI :::; S2; SI :::; sIAo(';, z) = (a, 0)] 

+Ece.de->-'(OTl V(6, ZI); 52:::; 51; 52:::; sIAo(';, z) = (a, 0)] 
+Ece.de->-'COTI V(ft, ZI); min{51 , 52} ~ aIAo(';, z) = (a, 0)] 

= I; I~ e->-'COu 114 [V(';, z + x h(z,';, x) + V(.;, 00 )(1 - f(Z,';, x))] 
x G;(dx )He (du)ry(';)e-'1 t dt 

+ I; I~ e->-'COu Ir[V((, zh(z, (, 0) + V((, 00)(1- feZ, (, 0))] 
xQ(';, d()T](';)e-'1(Ou duHe(dt) 

+ I~ V(';, zy)F;(dy)e->-'COaiJ>3(';, a). 

By rearranging the right-hand of the above equality, we can obtain lemma 3.1 when Ao(';, z) = 
Ca,O). The case that AoC';, z) = (a, 1) can be proved by similar manner. 0 

Now, we define the following operators Ul ,u2, and U. 

Definition 3.2. For any V ~= B,'; Er, z E [0,00) and a E [0,00], let 
(3.1) Ul (a)V(Cz) == U1(';,z,a, V) 

== (m(';, z) + I~ V(';, zy)F;(dy))e->-'COaiJ>3(';, a) 
+[V(';, 00) -- Ll V(';, Z)]Wl(';, a) + [Ee[V(6, 00)]- L2V(';, Z)]W2(';, a) 

(3.2) U2 (a)V(';, z) == U2 (';, z, a, V) 
== (c(';, z) + V(';, 0))e->-'COaiJ>3(';, a) 

+[V(';, oo) -- Ll V(';, Z)]Wl(';, a) + [Ee[V(6, 00)] - L2 V(';, Z)]W2(';, a) 
(3.3) UV(';, z) = min{infaE[o.ooj U1(a)V(';, z),infaE[o.ooj U2 (a)V(';, z)} 
(3.4) UV(';, 00) = U2(0)V(';, 00). 

In the following, we first consider an operator U' on the restricted action space R, = 
[E,OO] for any E > 0, i.e. for V E B 

(3.5) U'V(';, z) = min{infaER, U1(a)V(';, z), infaER, U2 (a)V(';, z)}. 

Lemma 3.3. For fixed E > 0, U' is a monotone contraction operator. 

Proof: The monotonicity of U' is obvious from Lemma 3.1 and Definition 3.2. We prove 
the contraction property of U'. For any';, z and V, U;(a)V(';, z)(i = 1,2) are bounded 
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continuous function in a on [t,oo]. Hence for V, WEB, there exist ai(~, z), a;(~, z) E R. 
satisfying the following equalities 

Thus I infaER, U1(a)V(~, z) - infaER, U1 W(~, z) I 
=1 U1(a~(~, z))V(~, z) - Ul(a;(~, z))W(~, z) I 
s;1 Ul(a2(~' z))V(~, z) - U1(a;(~, z))W(~, z) I 
S; (Wl(~' a;((, z)) + W2(~' d;(~, z)) + e->'(OaiCE,z)<l>3(~' a;(~, z))) 11 V - W 11 
S; (<l>1(~' a;(~, z)) + <l>2(~' a;(~, z)) + e->.(Oa2(e,z)<l>3(~' a;(~, z))) 11 V - W 11 

== ,8e(a;(~, z)) 11 V - W 11 

where 
,8e(a;(~, z)) = <l>1(~' a;(~, z)) + <l>2(~' a;(~, z)) + e->.(Oa2(E,z)<l>3(~' a;(~, z)). 

Since for any ~ E r, z E R+, <l>l(~' a;(~, z)) + <l>2(~' a;(~, z)) + <l>3(~' a;(~, z)) = 1, and 
for a;(~, z) 2': t, sUPe,z <l>i(~' a2(~' z)) =1= O(i = 1,2), sUPe,z <l>3(~, a2(~' z)) =1= 1 and 
sUPe,z e ->.(Oa;Ce,z) <: 1, we have that ,8. == sUPe,z ,BE (a; (~, z)) <: 1 . Therefore, 

Similarly , there exists a 13. < 1 such that 

Since 

I ueV(~, z) - U'W(~, z) Is; J;l1ax{1 inf Ui(a)V(~, z) - inf Ui(a)W(~, z) j}, .=1,2 aER, aER, 

it follows that 11 UV - uw lis; max{,8., t3.} 11 V - W 11. 0 

As U· is a monotone contraction operator, it has a unique fixed point y.** E B. Now 
we discuss the properties of this fixed point. Using the operator U', we define a mapping 
sequence {Vn}n~a by 
(3.6) Va = 0 

Vn = U'Vn- 1 n 2': 1. 
We have that Vn E Band Vn is non-negative function for n 2': o. 
Lemma 3.4. Assume that for any ~ E r, t E R+, G;(-) is stochastically increasing in z, 
then (i) Vn E B+, 

(ii) Ll Vn(~' z) and L2 Vn(~' z) are decreasing in z. 

Proof: By induction, we prove the assertions (i) and (ii). Since Va = 0 and 

(i) and (ii) hold certainly when n = 0,1. Suppose that (i) and (ii) are true for an integer n. 
Consider two cases for Zl S; Z2 : 
CASE 1: if U'V~(~, Z2) = infaER, U1 (a)Vn(~' Z:l), then 

Vn+l(~' Z2) - Vn+1(~' Zl) = infaER. U;(a)Vn(~' Z2) - uevn(~' Zl) 
2': infaER, U1(a)Vn(~, Z2) - infaER. U1(a)Vn(l;, Zl) 
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2: infaER,{U1(a)Vn(~, Z2) - U1(a)Vn(~' Z2)} 
= infaER, ([m(';-, Z2) - m(';-, zd + J~ Vn (.;-, z2y)F;2(dy)) - J~ Vn(';-, zly)FA (dy))] 

xe->'(Oa <I>3(';-, a) + [L1 Vn(';-, Zl) - L1 Vn(';-, Z2)]W1(';-, a) 
+[L2 Vn(~' Zl) - L2 Vn(~' Z2)]W2(';-, a)} 

2: infaER, { [m(';-, Z2) - m(';-, zl )]e->.(Oa<I>3(';-, a) } 2: 0, 
where the third inequality follows from that Li Vn(';-, Zl) - Li Vn(~' Z2) 2: 0 (i = 1,2), and 

J~ Vn(';-, Z2Y) FZ€2 (dy)) - J~ Vn(';-, zly)F;\ (dy)) 
2: fo1 Vn(~' zZy)FZ€2(dy)) - fo1 Vn(~' zzy)Fz€\ (dy)) 2: 0 

since Vn(';-, zzy) 2: Vn(';-, ZlY) and FIU is stochastically increasing in z. 

CASE 2: if U<Vn(~, zz) = infaa, U2(a)Vn(~' Z2), similarly we have that 
Vn+1(~' zz) - Vn+1(~' Zl) 

2: infaER,{ [C(~,Z2) - c(~,zd]e->.(Oa<I>3(,;,a) } 2: O. 
Since (Vn+1 (~, 00) - Vn+1 (~, Z + x )h(z,,;, x) is decreasing in z, and G;(-) is stochastically 
increasing in z, L1 Vn+1 (,;, z) and Lz Vn+1 (.;-, z) are decreasing in z. (i) and (ii) hold for n + l. 
These complete the proof. 0 

Corollary 3.5. For any fixed f > 0, we have that 
(a) v." = limn -+ oo Vn E B+. 
(b) L1 v."(~, z) and L2V:'(~, z) are decreasing in z for any ~ Er. 

Lemma 3.6. There exists a unique fixed point V" E B+ for operator U. 

Proof: For .;- Er, z E R+, ~:"(~, z) is a non-negative decreasing function in E. Let 

(3.7) V"(~, z) = lim< ..... o 11." = lim< ..... o min{infaER, U1(';-, z, a, V), infaER, U1(';-, z, a, V)}. 

Then V" is a uniquely determined non-negative function, and V" E B+ by Corollary 
3.5. Moreover, since Ui (';-, z, a, V")(i = 1,2) are right-continuous function at a = 0, 
i.e., liffialo Ui(~' z, a, VU) = Ui(';-, z, 0, V"), it follows that lim ...... o infaER, Ui(';-, z, a, V") = 
infaE[o,ooj Ui(';-, z, a, V")(i = 1,2). From the monotonicities of UI, Uz, we have that 

2: limmin{ inf U1(';-, z, a, V"), inf U1(';-, z, a, V**)} 
< ..... 0 aER, aER, 

2: min{lim inf U1(';-,z,a, V*'),lim inf U1(';-,z,a, V*')} 
< ..... 0 aER, < ..... 0 aER, 

(3.8) = min{infaE[o,ooj U1(';-, z, a, V**), infaE[o,ooj U2(';-, z, a, V**)}. 

First we consider the case that UV**(~, z) = infaE(o,ooj U1(~' z, a, V*'). For any 0" > 0, there 
exists an ao satisfying 

(3.9) 

Also by the monotone convergence theorem, we have that 

(3.10) 
and 
(3.11) 

since ao E R< for E ::; ao. Furthermore, by (3.10), we have tha.t 

inf Ul(~' z, a, V**) > lim inf U1(';-, z, a, V;*) - 0". 
aE[O,ooj <-+0 aER, 
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As (J" -+ 0, it holds that 

inf U1(~j z, a, V**) 2:: lirn inf U1(~' z, a, ~**) 
aE[O,oo] <-+0 aER. 

(3.12) 2:: lirn<-+o rnin{infaER. U1 (~, z, a, ~**), infaER. U2(~' z, a, Y:**n· 

From (3.8) and (3.12), we have that 

limmin{ inf U1(C z, a, Y:**), inf U2(~, z, a, Y:**n = inf U1(~' z, a, V**). 
<-+0 aER. aER. aE[O,00] 

That is 
yT**(~, z) = lim V:*(~, z) = lim U'V:*(~, z) = UV**(~, z). 

e-+O e-+O 

When UV**(~, z) == infaE[o,oo] U2(~' z, a, V**), the proof is similar. 0 

For any ~ Er, let 

(3.13) a(~) = inf{z, m(~, z} - c(~, z) 2:: O} 

and inf{0} = 00. 

263 

Theorem 3.7. Assume that m(~, z) - c(~, z) is increasing in z for z E [0, 0:'( ~)). Then there 
exists a func tion f (~) satisfying 

(i) f(~)::; O:'(~) for ~ E r. 
(ii) 

UV .. (~ ) = { infaE[o,oo] Ul(a)V**(~, z) 
, z infaE[o,oo] U2(a)V**(~, z) 

Proof: For any fixed ~ E r, let 

if z < f(;;) 
otherwise. 

(3.14) f(;;) = inf{z, m(;;, z) - c(;;, z) + f01 V**(;;, zy)F;(dy) - V**(;;, 0) 2:: O} 

and inf{0} = 00. 

(i! Since V**(~, z) is increasing in z, and F; (.) is stochastically increasing in z, we have that 
fa v**(;;, zy)F;(dy) is increasing in z, and 

f~ V**(~, zy)F;(dy) 2:: f~ V**(~, O)F;(dy) = V**(;;, 0). 

Hence m(;;, z) - G(~, z) + f~ V**(;;, zy)Fz€(dy) _. V(~, 0) 2:: m(~, z) - c(~, z). 
We obtain the result (i). 
(ii) For z < f(;;), we have c(~, z) - m(~, z) + V"*(;;, 0) - f01 V**(~, zy)F;(dy) ::; O. 

infaE[o,oo] U2(a)V**(;;, z) - infaE[O,oo] Ul(a)1f**(~, z) 
2:: infaE[O,oo]{U2(a)V**(~, z) - U1(a)V**(~, z)} 
= infaE[o,oo] {(c(;;, z) - m(~, z) + V**«(, 0) - I~ V**(~, zy)F;(dy))e-:'(OaIf?3(~' an 2:: O. 

Thus infaE[o,oo] U2(a)V**(~, z) 2:: infaE[o,oo] U1(a)V**(~, z). For z 2:: f(O, we have that 

infaE[o,oo] U1(a)V**(~, z) - infaE[o,oo] U2(a)l1**(~, z) 
2:: infaE[O,oo]{(m(~, z) - c(~, z) + f01 V**(~, zy)F;(dy) - V**(~, 0))e-:'(Oa If?3(;;, an 2:: O. 

Thus infaE[o,ooj U1 (a )V**(;;, z) 2:: infaE[o,ooj U2( a) V**(~, z). These complete the proof of result 
(ii). 0 

Theorem 3.8. For;; E r, let re(t) is the hazard rate associated with the distribution 
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function H~(t). If rt(t) is monotonic function in t, then there exists a unique function 
a* = a*(~, z) satisfying the following equality 

(3.15) UV**(~, z) = min{infaE[o,ooj U1(a)V**(~, z),infaE[o,ooj U2(a)V**(~, z)}, 

and 

(3.16) a*(C z) = { a~(~, z) 
<" a;(~, z) 

ifz<1(~) 
otherwise, 

where a;:(~, z), a;(~, z) are unique minimal solutions of the following equations respectively. 

(3.17) M(~, z, a, V**) = (m(~,z) + 101 V**(~, zy)F;(dy))(rt(a) + A(~) + 7](';-)), 

(3.18) M(';-, z, a, VU) = (c(';-, z) + V*'(~, a))(rt(a) + A(';-) + 7](';-)) 

where M(~, z, a, V**) 
(3.19) = [V**(~, 00) - L1 V**(~, z )]rt (a) + [EdV**(6, 00)] - L2 V**(~, Z )]7](~). 

Proof: We have V**(~, z) = infaE(o,ooj U1(a)V**(~, z) for z < 1(0. Differentiating with 
respect to a and rearranging, we obtain (3.17). By the monotonicity of rt(t), this minimal 
solution is unique. The proof of the case for z 2: 1(0 is similar. 0 

We can determinate concretely the minimal solutions a;:(~, z) and a;(~, z) according to 
the monotonicity of rt (t). In thefollowing, we give ai(';-, z) and a2(~' z) when rt (t) is increas
ing function in t. The case that rt (t) is decreasing function in t can be discussed similarly. 
Let 

hI (~) = inf {Zj V**(';-, 00) - LI V**(';-, z) - m(~, z) - I~ V**(~, zy )F; (dy) 2: a}, 
h2(~) = inf{z; (m(~, z) + 101 V**(~, zy)F;(dy))(7](';-) + A(~)) 

-(EdV**(~, 00)]- L:;Y**(~, z))7](';-) 2: a}, 

and gl(~) = inf{zj V**(~, 00) - L1 V**(';-, z) - c(~, z) - V**(~, a) 2: a}, 
g2(~) = inf{zj (c(~, z) + V**(~, a))(7](~) + A(O) 

-(Et[V**(~, 00)]- L2V**(~, z))7](~) 2: a}. 

Corollary 3.9 If rt(t) is increasing function in t, we have that 
aH~, z) = 

infaE[o,ooj {aj 
rt (a) < (mC{,z)+ 10

1 v"C{,zY)F!CdY))C1/CO+A(m-CE~[v"Ct,OO)j-Ll v"C{,z))1/(O} 

- V··Ct,oo)-LI V··Ct,z)-mCt,z)- 10 V··Ct,zy)F;Cdy) 

a 

00 

{ r
t (a) > Cm(~,z)+ IQI v"(t,zY)F;(dY))C1/CO+A(O)-(E~(V"Ce,oo)j-Ll v"Ce,z)MO} 

infaE[o,ooj a; 1. ( 
- V"Ct,oo)-LI V··Ce,z)-m({,z)- 0 V··(t,zy)F. Cdy) 

and a2(~' z) = 
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o 

00 

infaE[o,oo] {CL; r{ (a) > CcC{,i)+V"C{,0))C17C{)+;\({))-CE([V"C{,oo)]-L2 V"C{,Z))17C{)} 
- V"C{,OO)-LL V"C{,z)-cC{,z)-V**C{,O) 

Corollary 3.10. If c(~, z) = c(~) for z E R+, then a;(~, z) is decreasing in z. 

Proof: From Corollary 3.5 (b), V**(~, 00)-L1 V**(~, z) and E{[V**(6, 00)]-L2 V**(~, z) are 
increasing in z. We get M(~, z, a, V**) is increasing in z. On the other hand, if c(~, z) = c(O, 
the right-hand of (3.18) becomes (c(~)+ V··(~, O))(r{(a)+.\(~)+1'](~)) which is not dependent 
on z. Hence, the minimal solution a2(~' z) satisfying the equation (3.18) is decreasing in z. 
o 

In the following, we examine the influences of the maintenance action and the environ
ment state on the control-limit f(~) defined in (3.14). F;(·) is the distribution function of 
the discount rate Y(~, z) if a maintenance action is executed at state (~, z). An extreme case 
is that F;(O) = P(Y(~, z) = 0) = 1 for z E R+. This case means that every maintenance 
action restores the system to a new one. We have that f01 V·*(~, zy)F;(dy) = V**(~, 0) and 
f(~) = Q'(~). Hence, 1(0 = 00 if m(~, z) < c(~, z) for all z, i.e. it is always optimal to 
maintain the system. f(~) = 0 if m(~, z) 2: c(~, z) for all z, i.e. it is always optimal to 
replace the system. For any ~ E f, let 

f3(~) = inf{z, m(~, z) - c(~, z) + V··(~, z) - V··(~, 0) 2: O}. 

For a general distribution function F;(·), we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.11. (i) Let 1(0 be a control-limit associated with F;(·), then 
f3(~) ~ f(~) ~ a(O for ~ E: f. 

(ii) Let J;(fJ be control-limits associated with F/A') for i = 1,2. 

If Fl,Ay) ~ FJ.z(y) for 0 ~ y < 1, then f1(~) ~ h(~) for ~ E f. 

Proof: For part (i), we have that 0 ~ f~ V··(~, zy)F;(dy)- V··(~, 0) ~ V··(~, z)- V··(~, 0), 
and for part (ii), f5 V··(~, zy)Fl,z(dy) ~ 101 V··(~·, zy)Fj,Ady). From definition (3.14) of f(·), 
these lead to the desired results. 0 

In general, influences of the environment are complex because changes of the environment 
influence simultaneously the shock arrival, shock magnitude and the failure rate. In some 
cases, it is difficult to compare influencing affects of two environment. Let 6,6 E r, for 
instance, H{l(-) 2: H6(.), and G~l(-) 2: G~2(.) for z E [0,00). Roughly speaking, these imply 
that at state 6, the shock arrival is faster than that at state 6, while shock magnitude is 
smaller than that at state 6. So that, we can not appreciate simply which of the states 6 
and ~2 is a better environment to the system. Here, we consider a particular case as follows. 
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For f, E r, let HfO = H(.), '\(f,) = '\, rJ(f,) = rJ. We introduce an order -< on the state 
space r. For 6 -< 6, we refer to as the following 

for z, x E R+. 

The meaning of (i) is obvious. The (ii) means that distribution functions G~(-) and Q(~,.) 
are stochastically increasing in order -<. In this case, we call 6 is a better environment than 
6 to the system. If m(f" z), c(f" z) are increasing in order -<, similar to the proof of Theorem 
3.4, we also have Vu (f" z) is increasing in order -<, and L1 Vn (f" z), L2 Vn (f" z) are decreasing 
in order -<. Furthermore, suppose the environment state restores the initial state f,o when 
the system is replaced (this corresponds to the case w here the environment is an internal 
factor of the system). We have that 

f(f,) = inf{ z, m(f" z) - c(f" z) + fo1 V**(f" zy )F~ (dy) - V**(f,o, 0) ~ O}. 

Corollary 3.12. (i) If 'm(f" z) - c(f" z) is increasing in order -<, then for 6 -< 6, 
f(6) ~ f(6). 

(ii) If c(C z) = c(z), then for 6 -< 6, a;(6, z)'2: a2(6, z). 

Remark 1. Note that we do not require the environment process {f,th>o be an increasing 
process in order -<. This Corollary shows that the control-limit corresponding to a worse 
environment is lower. In this case, the system may be replaced early. For a general state 
space r without order, the control-limit fO can be taken as a criterion function. That is, 
if f(6) 2: f(6), we can think that 6 is a better environment then 6· 

4. Optimal Maintenance-Replacement Policy 
Let A* E A be a control-limit policy defined by 

( 4.1) A*(f, ) = { (a~(f" z), 0) 
, z (a2(f" z), 1) 

if z < f(f,) 
otherwise, 

where f(f,) is defined in (3.14), and ai(f" z), a2(f" z) are respectively the minimal solutions 
of the equations (3.17) and (3.18), then A*(f" z) exists and is uniquely determined. Let 
11'* = (A *, A *, ... ), then 11'* presents such a maintenance-replacement policy: at decision 
point Tn, the decision is An(f,n, Zn) = A*(f,n, Zn); if Zn < f(f,n), and the sojoun time 
at state (f,n, Zn) exceeds ai(~n' Zn), we maintain the system at time Tn + ai(f,n, Zn); if 
Zn 2: f(f,n), and the sojoun time at state (f,n, Zn) exceeds a;(f,n, Zn), we replace the system 
at time Tn + a2(f,n, Zn). We will prove that 11'* is an optimal replacement policy. For any 
11' E IT, let 

(4.2) 
(4.3) 

N" == inf{n I in(f,n,Zn) = I} 
N(t) == Ln~O I{Tn9}' 

Then, TN'" is the first replacement time of the system under 11', and N(t) is a point process 
corresponding to the stationary Markov renewal process {f,n, Zn, Tn}n>o. Using TN~ and 
N(t), we define the operator HN~ on B by -
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where A(t) = A(Tn) if Tn :S t < Tn+1 , n 2: o. 

Remark 2. 

(1) HNr V(~, z) can be interpreted as follows: let V be the 'remaining cost' , that is, we 
have to pay the discounted amount e-ACt)V(C z) if the process is stopped at time t in state 
(~, z). After the execution of a replacement action the system moves immediately into the 
state z = 0 and the environment state does not change. Employing the policy 'Jr, we have that 
the replacement causes the first cost fJ.:r- e-ACt)m(~t, Z"'(t))dN(t) + e-ACTNr)c(~Nr, ZNr) 
which is equal to 2=;:~-1 e-ACT;)m(~;, Zi) + e-ACTw ) C(~Nr, ZNr), and after that there remain 
cost e-ACTNr)V(~Nr, 0). So that HNr V(~, z) meows the expected randomly discounted cost 
of the first replacement under 'Jr, starting at time 0 in state (~, z). 

(2) By Proposition 2.1, the process {~n' Zn, Tn}n>o is a stationary Markov renewal process 
under a stationary policy 'Jr. Since ETNr :S E6 < 00 , HNr is well-defined. 

The expected randomly discounted costs incurred under 'Jr until n-th replacement can 
be given by 

(4.5) 

where the terminal cost function Vo is set to be O. Let 

(4.6) 
(4.7) 

Un == inf,.. V; 
U OO == limn-+oo Un-

Lemma 4.1. (a) limn -+ oo V,..n = V,.. . 
(b) v· 2: U oo • 

(c) V,... = V··. 

Proof: (a) For every n 2: 0, there is an integer m 2: n such that 

m m+1 

Ece.zlEKn]:S HNt ··· H.llr:Vo:S Ece.dE Kn]. 
;=1 ;=1 

Since V,.. E B for any 7!" E IT, we get that V,.. :S limn-+ oo V,..n ::; V,... 
(b) By V,..n 2: Un and (a), we have limn-+oo V,..n 2: limn-+oo Un, which yields inf,.. V,.. 2: uoc . 
(c) Under the policy 'Jr., we have that 

00 

n=l 

and 

00 00 

= E L un+mVo(~, z)Pce.z)(N( = n)Pce.z)(N;· = m) 
n=l m=l 
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=: ECe,z) [UN( +N( Vol. 

By induction, we have H w' ... H Nr' Vo = E[U N( + ... +N( Vo], and n ~ N( + ... + N:;:, a.s .. 
1 n 

Thus, P(liIDn-+oo N( + ... + N;: = (0) = 1 and uNt + .. +N(Vo -+ V**, a.s. (n -+ (0). 
Noting unvo is increasing in n, we get that limn-+oo E[UNt + ... +N,(Vo] = V··, i.e., V"., = V·. 
o 

Lemma 4.2. U oo ~ v· 
Proof: For any n ~ 1 and 11" E IT, let m = Nr +, ... , + N;'. Then, V".n ~ E[Um

-
1 Vo] and 

Un = inf". V; ~ E[U m
-

1 Vo]. Letting n -+ 00, we have U oo ~ V·. 0 

Theorem 4.3. 11". is an optimal stationary maintenance-replacement policy. 

Proof: From Lemma 4.1 and 4.2, Uoo ~ V·· = V".' ~ V· ~ Uoo , we get that V".' V·. 
Therefore, 11"* is an optimal stationary policy with the control-limit type. 0 

5. Application 
In this section, we give two applications for the optimal maintenance-replacement problem 
of systems. 

(1) Consider a network system composed of a main-system and N sub-systems. Such 
systems constitute the vast majority of most industry's capital. For example, communica
tion network systems, computer network systems, etc. The behavior of the main-system 
may be influenced by environment changes such as temperature, season or sub-system's 
state, etc. So that it is necessary to consider these influences when we decide an optimal 
maintenance-replacement policy for the main-system. Here, assume that the network sys
tem be new at time t = 0, and the lifetime distributions of the sub-system be independent 
identical exponential distribution Fl (t) = 1 - e-Jlt for t ~ O. Every failed sub-system is 
repaired and the repair time is a random variable with the distribution F2(t) = 1 - e->.t for 
t ~ O. There is only one repairman and the sub-system repaired is as good as new. We take 
the process {~(t) h>o, the number of the functioning sub-system at time t, as the environ
ment of the main-system. (t) is a Markov process with the state space r = {O, 1, ... ,N} 
and the initial state ~(O) = N. Let {wn}n~O be the transition times of {~(t)h~o , i.e., Wn 

is a time at which a sub-system fails or a failed sub-system is restored to functioning. The 
Markov transition kernel of the process {~( wn ), Wn }n~O is 

i = 1,2, ... , N - l;j = i-I 
i = 1,2, ... , N - l;j = i + 1 
i=N;j=N-1 
i = 0; j = 1 
otherwise. 

== Pij(l - e-'1Ci)t) 

where 1](i) = if..L + DiNA, and DiN = 0 if i = Nand 1 otherwise. 

The main-system is subject to a sequence of randomly occurring shocks. Shock arrivals 
and magnitudes depend on the accumulated damage level of the main system, and the 
number of the functioning sub-system. The process Z(t) defined by (2.3) represents the 
damage level of the main-system. Upon failure of the main-system, it has to be replaced 
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and a cost C + Co is incurred. It may be maintained by a cost m( i, z) or preventively 
replaced by a cost C before failure. For such a network system, using Theorem 3.7 and 
3.8, we can derive an optimal maintenance-replacement policy for the main-system. For 
example, the control-limit f(i) can be obtained by 

f(i) == inf{z, m{i, z) - C + 11 V**(i, zy)F;(dy) - V**(i, 0) ~ O}. 

(2) Consider an aircraft system subject to shocks. These shocks greatly depend on the 
aircraft flight state such as flight speed and altitude, and weather changes. Take these as 
the environment of the aircraft and model their changes as a Markov chain {~(t)}t>o with 
a state space r =: {SO,S1,S2, •.. ,SN}, where So is a no flight state, S1 upraising state, S2 

downfall state, and sj(i > 2) upstairs state at speed Sj. Corresponding to every state Sj, we 
have a maintenance action set M j . For example, we can replace deteriorating units in the 
state So, check and adjust the aircraft in the state Si, etc. Since the aircraft can be replaced 
only in the state So, we have an optimal maintenance-replacement policy as follows. 

A*(Sj, z) = (a;:{sj, z), OM;) 

A*( ) _ { (a;:(so, z), OM.) 
So, z - (*{ )) a2 So, z , 1 

for i ~ 1 

if z < f(so) 
otherwise, 

where OM; represents maintenance actions taken in set M j . 
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